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Abstract. Cyber-physical systems often require fault detection of future events in
order to mitigate the fault before failure occurs. Effective on-board runtime verification
(RV) will need to not only determine the system’s current state but also predict future
faults by predetermined mitigation trigger deadlines. For example, if it takes three sec-
onds to deploy the parachute of an Unmanned Aerial System (UAS), the deployment
of the parachute must be triggered three seconds before it is needed to mitigate the
impending crash. To allow for the detection of future faults by deadlines, we design a
real-time Model Predictive Runtime Verification (MPRV) algorithm that uniquely uses
current data traces whenever possible, predicting only the minimum horizon needed
to make an on-deadline evaluation. Although MPRV is extensible to other RV engines,
we deploy the algorithm on the R2U2 RV engine due to R2U2’s resource-aware ar-
chitecture, real-time guarantees, and deployment history. We demonstrate the utility of
the MPRV algorithm through a quadcopter case study and evaluate the effectiveness of
our implementation by conducting memory usage and runtime performance analysis
in a resource-constrained FPGA environment.

1 Introduction
Modern cyber-physical systems such as Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), autonomous
driving systems, and human-interactive robots require runtime verification (RV) to ensure that
they uphold design requirements and react to unanticipated events during deployment [11].
On-board RV can detect violations of system requirements and trigger appropriate mitigation
actions. For RV to be effective, some element of prediction is often required; waiting until
sensor data confirms a fault occurred can limit mitigation options.

Predictive RV was first introduced in [36, 63], but these works focus only on the prediction
of untimed properties. In [47], the idea of synthesizing online monitors to predict timed
properties is introduced. However, the system model must be known and represented as a
deterministic timed automaton, which is not compositional, resource-aware, or executable in
real-time or in hardware. As a result, this approach is not scalable or applicable to many system
models or applications. We introduce Model Predictive Runtime Verification (MPRV), which
monitors timed properties but allows for integration with any user-defined model predictor.

In more recent work, several apply knowledge of the system to produce a model predictor
[19, 23, 60, 61], while others address generating a model predictor when a model is not known
a priori (i.e., black-box systems) or when a system is subject to perturbations [6–8, 24]. Oth-
ers also take into consideration the uncertainty of the model predictor when considering the
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supervisory controller’s actions [38, 57, 60]. To the best of our knowledge, these tools are all re-
stricted to software implementations and have not been deployed on resource-constrained, real-
time systems. We prove resource and time constraints for the MPRV algorithm that demon-
strate its adaptability to RV in resource-constrained environments with real-time requirements.

Cyber-physical systems often deploy with a small, finite set of possible mitigation actions
should a fault occur, and each action typically has a known deployment time. For example,
a UAS may have a parachute that takes three seconds to unfurl, but the parachute must be
fully unfurled within two seconds after motor failure to be effective. If the parachute does
not unfurl in time, an unsafe crash will occur. We can define a mitigation trigger deadline
d as the deadline by which a mitigation decision needs to be determined. In this case, d is one
second before motor failure occurs (i.e., d=−1). Note that d can change with the property
being monitored or during the mission. With our example, the same mission property may
require evaluation with an earlier d when the UAS is flying at low altitudes, but then with
no d at all when the UAS is flying so low to the ground that a parachute would not be useful.
We may monitor with a later d when the UAS is flying at a high altitude; in this case, there
may even be time to rigorously confirm the motor failure without any predicted data.

MPRV answers the following question: by a given mitigation trigger deadline d, what
is the two-valued verdict (true or false) of a given timed property φ based on maximum real
data? No other tool or algorithm answers this question in an implementation independent,
real-time, online setting, much less in a resource-aware, on-board embeddable fashion, such
as on an FPGA. Additionally, the deadline d may vary across different properties or in one
property across different operational modes (e.g., UAS flying at low altitudes versus high
altitudes); therefore, a modular, generalizable algorithm is required. Effective mitigation
triggering depends upon making the most accurate decision by the deadline d. In most cases,
real data is more accurate than predicted data (assuming the RV engine is also monitoring for
sensor malfunctions); therefore, MPRV uniquely uses real data up to time d with the minimal
necessary predicted data to make a decision by d.

As the NASA Lunar Gateway team’s 2021 survey confirms [20], only two RV engines run
in real-time on embedded platforms, R2U2 [48, 50] and LOLA [3, 21], but neither of them pro-
vides prediction. Many RV designers have recognized the need for hardware implementations
suitable for real-time embedded systems [30, 32, 34, 39, 43, 46, 55, 56, 58]; however, R2U2 is
the only one that has a currently-maintained implementation, evaluates both true and false ver-
dicts (versus only property failure) over a future-time logic without evaluation delay, and mon-
itors formulas (versus analysis requiring software instrumentation). R2U2 also has a history of
being deployed on several mission-critical, resource-constrained, flight-certified systems [5, 17,
31, 34]. We exemplify the R2U2 extension and leave the LOLA extension to future work. We
choose Mission-time Linear Temporal Logic (MLTL) for property specification as it intuitively
captures our quadcopter case study’s requirements, is a timed logic, and R2U2 encodes it na-
tively. We also introduce a new MLTL semantics that incorporates deadlines to accurately rep-
resent our MPRV specifications. However, MPRV is extensible to other logics and RV engines.

Our contributions include (1) MLTL semantics with deadline (Definition 10), (2) a formal
definition of MPRV (Definition 13), (3) a generic algorithm for MPRV and proof of its
correctness (Algorithm 1 and Theorem 1), (4) a specialized algorithm for implementing
MPRV utilizing the R2U2 framework (Algorithm 2) and analysis of its worst-case execution
time and memory usage (Section 3.3), (5) application in a quadcopter case study (Section 4),
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and (6) memory usage and runtime performance analysis of MPRV in a resource-constrained
FPGA environment (Section 5).

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Mission-Time Linear Temporal Logic (MLTL) [37, 48]
Definition 1. (MLTL Syntax) The syntax of an MLTL formula φ over a set of atomic
propositionsAP is recursively defined as:

φ ::=true | false | p | ¬φ | φ1∧φ2 | φ1∨φ2 |□Iφ |3Iφ | φ1 UI φ2 | φ1 RI φ2

where p∈AP is an atom and φ1, φ2 are MLTL formulas. I is a closed interval [lb,ub] where
lb≤ub and lb,ub∈N0, or simply [ub] if lb=0.

Definition 2. (MLTL Semantics) The semantics of an MLTL formula over atomic proposi-
tionsAP is interpreted over a bounded finite trace π. Every position π(i) (where i≥0) is an
assignment over ∈2AP . |π| denotes the length of π (where |π|<∞), and π[m,n] denotes
the trace segment π(m),π(m+1),...,π(n). Given two MLTL formulas φ1 and φ2, φ1≡φ2

denotes that they are semantically equivalent. MLTL keeps the standard operator equivalences
from LTL, including false≡¬true, φ1∨φ2≡¬(¬φ1∧¬φ2), ¬(φ1UIφ2)≡(¬φ1RI¬φ2),
¬3Iφ≡□I¬φ, 3Iφ≡(true UIφ), and (□Iφ)≡(falseRIφ). (Notably, MLTL discards the
next (X ) operator, which is essential in LTL, since Xφ is semantically equivalent to 2[1,1]φ
[37]). We recursively define π,i |= φ (trace π starting from time index i≥ 0 satisfies, or
“models” MLTL formula φ) as
• π,i |=true,
• π,i |=p for p∈AP iff p∈π(i),
• π,i |=¬φ iff π,i |̸=φ,
• π,i |=φ1∧φ2 iff π,i |=φ1 and π,i |=φ2,
• π,i |=φ1 U[lb,ub] φ2 iff |π|≥ i+lb and ∃j ∈ [i+lb,i+ub] such that π,j |=φ2 and for

every k<j and k∈ [i+lb,i+ub] we have π,k |=φ1

Definition 3. (MLTL Satisfiability [37]) Given an MLTL formulaφ, the satisfiability problem
asks whether there exists a finite trace π starting at time index i, such that π,i |=φ.

Propagation Delay. To evaluate the satisfiability of a future-time MLTL formula φ at time
index i in a trace π, the RV engine may need to know the evaluation of atomic propositions
at future time stamps, e.g., if a ∈ AP is false at time 0 in π, then we can evaluate that
π,0 |̸=2[0,5]a at time 0. However, if a is always true in π, we cannot make the assertion that
π,0 |=2[0,5]a until time 5. In this example, the best-case propagation delay of φ is 0, and the
worst-case propagation delay is 5.

Definition 4. (Propagation Delay) Given an MLTL formula φ and trace π starting from time
index i≥0, let k be the time stamp when the satisfiability of π,i |=φ is determinable. The
propagation delay of formula φ, denoted φ.pd is the number of time stamps between i and k,
i.e., φ.pd=k−i.

Definition 5. (Best-case Propagation Delay) The best-case propagation delay of an MLTL
formula φ, denoted φ.bpd, is the minimum propagation delay required to determine the
satisfiability of π,i |=φ, i.e., φ.bpd=min(φ.pd).

Definition 6. (Worst-case Propagation Delay) The worst-case propagation delay of an MLTL
formula φ, denoted φ.wpd, is the maximum propagation delay required to determine the
satisfiability of π,i |=φ, i.e., φ.wpd=max(φ.pd).
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Definition 7. (Propagation Delay Semantics) The best- and worst-case propagation delay for
an MLTL formula φ is structurally defined as follows:

• φ∈AP :

{
φ.wpd=0

φ.bpd=0
• φ=¬ψ :

{
φ.wpd=ψ.wpd

φ.bpd=ψ.bpd

• φ=2[lb,ub]ψ or φ=3[lb,ub]ψ :

{
φ.wpd=ψ.wpd+ub

φ.bpd=ψ.bpd+lb

• φ=φ1∨φ2 or φ=φ1∧φ2 :

{
φ.wpd=max(φ1.wpd,φ2.wpd)

φ.bpd=min(φ1.bpd,φ2.bpd)

• φ=φ1U[lb,ub]φ2 or φ=φ1R[lb,ub]φ2 :

{
φ.wpd=max(φ1.wpd,φ2.wpd)+ub

φ.bpd=min(φ1.bpd,φ2.bpd)+lb

where AP is the set of atomic propositions and lb and ub stand for the lower and upper
bounds of an interval, respectively.

2.2 Abstract Syntax Tree
R2U2 [34, 48, 50, 51] decomposes the formula φ into subformulas using a parse tree. It
computes the satisfaction of every subformula from the bottom up and propagates the ver-
ification results to the root-level formula φ. R2U2 uses optimized automatic code generation
to synthesize asynchronous (event-triggered) observers that output execution sequences over
finite time stamps.
Definition 8. (Execution Sequence for Asynchronous Observers [48]) An execution sequence
for an MLTL formula φ, denoted ⟨Tφ⟩, over trace π is a sequence of tuples Tφ=(v,τ), where
τ∈N0 is a time index and v∈{true,false} is a verdict.

We use an integer superscript to access a particular tuple in ⟨Tφ⟩, e.g., T0
φ is the first tuple in

⟨Tφ⟩. Elements in Tφ are referenced as Tφ.τ and Tφ.v. We say Tφ holds if Tφ.v is true, and
Tφ does not hold if Tφ.v is false. For a given execution sequence ⟨Tφ⟩=T0

φ,T
1
φ,T

2
φ,T

3
φ,...,

the tuple accessed by Tn
φ corresponds to a section of satisfaction of φ such that Tn

φ .v is
true if and only if ∀i ∈ [Tn−1

φ .τ +1,Tn
φ .τ ], we have π,i |= φ. Similarly, Tn

φ .v is false if
there ∃i∈ [Tn−1

φ .τ+1,Tn
φ .τ ] such that π,i |̸=φ. We say an execution sequence tuple Tφ is

produced by the observer for φ when Tφ.τ≥i and Tφ.v∈{true,false} according to π,i |=φ.

𝐴𝑃: 𝑎0

𝐴𝑃: 𝑎1

𝜑!
𝜑" 𝜑#

𝜑$
☐[𝟐]

∧

𝐴𝑃

𝐴𝑃

Fig. 1. AST for φ=(□[0,2]a0)∧a1

Abstract syntax tree construction. A compiler parses the
user-specified MLTL formula into an Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) of subformulas, where each node in the AST
handles one MLTL operator. Every node explicitly exposes
the logical connection between the subformulas. R2U2
automatically synthesizes a runtime observer for every
non-leaf node in the tree (i.e., for every MLTL operator)
that takes an input execution sequence from child nodes
and produces an output execution sequence for the parent
node. R2U2 determines the satisfaction of the MLTL formula on an input trace by evaluating
the output of the observers from the leaf nodes to the root of the tree. Fig. 1 shows the
AST for MLTL formula φ=(□[0,2]a0)∧a1, and Fig. 2 shows the corresponding compiled
instructions. The leaf nodes are atomic proposition load operators that output an execution
sequence that combines the values of the atomic propositions in the trace π with time index
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τ . The output sequence of the root node corresponds to the verification result of the MLTL
specification φ at every time stamp.

Line0: φ0←load(a0)

Line1: φ1←load(a1)

Line2: φ2←2[0,2](φ0)

Line3: φ3←∧(φ1,φ2)

Fig. 2. Instructions compiled from AST

Abstract syntax tree evaluation. Let tR be the current
time stamp during runtime. Note that tR=0 indicates
the start of execution. Table 1 shows the execution
sequences generated by the observers when evaluat-
ing the MLTL formula φ=(2[0,2]a0)∧a1 over the
assignments shown in Fig. 3. The atomic proposition
load operators capture hardware signals at the begin-
ning of each time stamp (shown as event edges in
Fig. 3) and output the corresponding execution sequence tuple. For example, at time stamp
tR =3, a1= false and Tφ1

= (false,3). The verdicts in an execution sequence provide an
evaluation of a future-time MLTL formula for every time stamp, sometimes by aggregating
multiple consecutive verdicts from an input execution sequence. For example, at time stamp
tR=2, ⟨Tφ0⟩=⟨(true,0),(true,1),(true,2)⟩ and ⟨Tφ2⟩=⟨(true,0)⟩; in other words, whether
φ2 holds at time index τ=0 cannot be known until tR=2. In this example, the trace π does
not always satisfy φ; note that the tuple (false,3) in Tφ (indicating that φ is false from time 2
to time 3) is produced at time stamp tR=3.

MLTL
tR 0 1 2 3 4

Tφ0(φ0=load(a0)) (⊤, 0) (⊤, 1) (⊤, 2) (⊤, 3) (⊤, 4)
Tφ1(φ1=load(a1)) (⊤, 0) (⊤, 1) (⊥, 2) (⊥, 3) (⊤, 4)
Tφ2(φ2=2[0,2]φ0) - - (⊤, 0) (⊤, 1) (⊤, 2)
Tφ (φ=φ1∧φ2) - - (⊤, 0) (⊤, 1)(⊥, 3) -

Table 1. Output of observers as an execution sequence (⊤≡
true and⊥≡false) at time stamps tR.

0 1 2 3 4 5

event

a0

a1

Fig. 3. Assignment to propositions a0
and a1 at event edges.

3 Model Predictive Runtime Verification (MPRV)

System

Sensors

𝐴𝑃!, …, 𝐴𝑃" 𝐴𝑃!, …, 𝐴𝑃"

Predictor

Future Time Monitor

Supervisory Controller

Augmented RV Engine

Actuator

Fig. 4. High-level overview of MPRV. The blue and
yellow arrows represent real and predicted data val-
ues, respectively.

Overview. A high-level overview of MRPV
is shown in Fig. 4. The future-time monitor
utilizes current sensor data and model pre-
dictions to evaluate the satisfiability of for-
mulaφ by deadline d. The prediction’s accu-
racy depends on the type of predictor and its
modeling inaccuracies. We design MPRV
generically; the user may choose any model
predictor, weighing the trade-offs between
accuracy and timing for the system-under-
verification. The goal of MPRV is to make a decision on π,i |=φ such that the supervisory
controller can take the appropriate mitigation action by deadline d.

Definition 9. (Deadline) Given an MLTL formula φ and trace π starting from time index
i≥ 0, the deadline d∈Z is the number of time steps measured relative to i by which the
satisfiability result of π,i |=φ must be evaluated such that 0≤i+d≤M , where M denotes
the end of the mission (i.e., π,i |=φ cannot be evaluated before the mission begins or after the
mission ends).
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Definition 10. (MLTL Semantics with Deadline) MLTL Semantics with deadline d extends
the MLTL Semantics in Definition 2. Trace π̂ is defined as a trace of length |π̂|≥|π|where
|π|≤ i+d, the segment π̂[0,|π|−1]=π, and the segment π̂[|π|,|π̂|−1] may be populated
using prediction in order to be able to make an evaluation decision by d. We recursively define
π,i,d |=φ (our decision based on π̂ that trace π starting from time index i≥0 satisfies, or
“models” MLTL formula φ by deadline d) as
• π,i,d |=true,
• π,i,d |=p for p∈AP iff p∈ π̂(i),
• π,i,d |=¬φ iff π̂,i |̸=φ,
• π,i,d |=φ1∧φ2 iff π̂,i |=φ1 and π̂,i |=φ2,
• π,i,d |=φ1 U[lb,ub] φ2 iff |π̂|≥ i+lb and ∃j∈ [i+lb,i+ub] such that π̂,j |=φ2 and for

every k<j and k∈ [i+lb,i+ub] we have π̂,k |=φ1

Fig. 5. Illustrative example.

Illustrative Example. Consider the UAS ex-
ample from Section 1. We want to deploy a
parachute if the UAS’s motors fail as a miti-
gation action to ensure a safe landing. For ex-
ample, let’s assume that if the MLTL formula
φ=2[0,6]a∧3[0,8]b evaluates to false, this in-
dicates motor failure. Fig. 5 shows the runtime
trace π. Here the worst-case propagation delay is
eight (i.e., φ.wpd=8), while the best-case propagation delay is zero (i.e., φ.bpd=0). As a
result, for i=3, π[3,11] is the maximum trace segment required to evaluate π,i |=φ. Let d be
the deadline to trigger the deployment of the parachute, and let tR be the current time stamp.
MPRV monitors atoms a and b based on real and predicted data. If φ evaluates to false at
tR≤i+d based on real data, then the parachute is deployed at time tR. However, there may
not be enough real data at tR=i+d (i.e., because we do not have real data for the future), and
the runtime monitor requires additional predicted data to make an on-deadline evaluation. In
this case, MPRV incrementally queries the model predictor as needed to populate π̂(tR+1),
π̂(tR+2), ... with predicted values of a and b until φ evaluates to true or false. Going back to
our example in Fig. 5, if we let i=3, d=d0=−2, and tR=i+d=1, the model predictor will
populate π̂(2), π̂(3), ... , π̂(11) until the satisfiability of π,i,d |=φ is determinable, and if we
let i=3, d=d1=5, and tR=i+d=8, the model predictor will populate π̂(9), π̂(10), and
π̂(11) until the satisfiability of π,i,d |=φ is determinable. Parachute deployment is triggered
if φ evaluates to false as π̂ is incrementally populated by the predictor. Since tR ≤ i+d,
MPRV ensures that the mitigation action is triggered before the deadline. The goal of MPRV
is to produce a verdict evaluating whether π,i,d |=φ holds. MPRV uses the minimum set
of predicted variable evaluations needed to return a verdict; we determine this minimum set
through partial evaluation of φ at time d.

Definition 11. (Partial Evaluation) The partial evaluation of an MLTL formula φ over trace
π starting from time index i≥0, denoted as φ |(π,i), is the evaluation of φ based on the trace
segment π[i,|π|]. There are two cases of partial evaluation to consider: 1)φ |(π,i)∈{true,false},
and 2) φ |(π,i)/∈{true,false}: in this case, φ |(π,i) returns a subformula produced by standard
logic rewriting rules.
Going back to our illustrative example, we have φ=(2[0,6]a)∧(3[0,8]b), i=0, and |π|=6.
Let evaluations of a and b be π⟨a,b⟩ = [⟨1,0⟩ ,⟨1,1⟩ ,⟨1,0⟩ ,⟨1,1⟩ ,⟨1,0⟩ ,⟨1,0⟩]. Since the
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subformula 3[0,8]b is satisfied at time stamp 1, we have φ |(π,0)=□[6,6]a. To evaluate the
satisfiability of φ, the value for a must be predicted for time stamp 6.

Definition 12. (Prediction Horizon) Let π̂ be a trace of length |π̂|≥|π|where the segment
π̂[0,|π|−1] = π and the segment π̂[|π|,|π̂|−1] may be populated using prediction. The
prediction horizon Hp is the length of the predicted segment of π̂. The maximum prediction
horizon is denoted by max(Hp).

Definition 13. (Model Predictive Runtime Verification (MPRV)) Given an MLTL formula
φ, a trace π, and a deadline d, MPRV produces an execution sequence ⟨Tφ⟩ (as defined
in Definition 8) such that each tuple Tφ with Tφ.τ ≥ i is produced no later than i+d. It
populates a predicted trace π̂ such that |π̂|≥ |π|, |π|≤ i+d, the segment π̂[0,|π|−1]=π,
and the segment π̂[|π|,|π|+Hp] by incrementally increasing prediction horizon Hp until
Tφ.v∈{true,false} as follows:

• d≥φ.wpd: Tφ≡((π,i |=φ),i) (prediction is not required)
• d<φ.bpd: Tφ≡((π,i,d |=φ |(π̂,i)),i) (prediction is required)

• otherwise: Tφ≡


Tφ≡((π,i |=φ),i) if φ |(π,i)∈{true,false}

(prediction is not required)
Tφ≡((π,i,d |=φ |(π̂,i)),i) otherwise

(prediction is required)

Lemma 1, 2, and 3 and corollaries 1 and 2 guarantee the correctness of MPRV and establish
bounds on the produced execution tuples.

Lemma 1 (Minimum Trace Length). Given an MLTL formula φ, a trace π, and a time
t≤|π|, MPRV is guaranteed to produce all of the execution sequence tuples Tφ such that
0≤Tφ.τ≤t−φ.wpd. In other words, the shortest trace segment starting from π[0] that we
can use to guarantee π,t−φ.wpd |=φ is π[0,t]. Fig. 6 provides a visualization of this lemma.

𝑡

𝜋

𝑡 −𝜑.𝑤𝑝𝑑

known trace 𝜋[0: 𝑡 ]
known 𝜑 verdicts

Fig. 6. Pictorial representation of Lemma 1 for guaranteed execution sequence elements.

Proof. The proof follows directly from induction on the structure of MLTL formula φ and
Definitions 5, 6, and 7. ⊓⊔

Corollary 1 (Verdicts Guaranteed from Real Data). Let tR be the current time stamp.
Given an MLTL formula φ and a trace segment π[0,tR], MPRV is guaranteed to produce
from π (without prediction) all of the execution sequence tuples Tφ such that 0≤Tφ.τ ≤
tR−φ.wpd.

Lemma 2 (Time Stamp Range of New Verdicts). Let tR be the current time stamp. Given
an MLTL formula φ and a trace segment π[0,tR], if MPRV produces Tφ.v from π at time
stamp tR, then Tφ.τ∈ [tR−φ.wpd,tR−φ.bpd]. That is, at time tR, we know the time stamp
range of any newly-produced execution sequence tuple. Fig. 7 provides a visualization of this
lemma.
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potential known 𝜑 verdicts
𝑡!𝑡! −𝜑.𝑤𝑝𝑑 𝑡! −𝜑. 𝑏𝑝𝑑

𝜋known trace 𝜋[0: 𝑡!]

Fig. 7. Pictorial representation of Lemma 2 for range of Tφ produced at time tR.

Proof. The proof follows directly from induction on the structure of MLTL formula φ and
Definitions 5, 6, and 7. ⊓⊔

Corollary 2 (Verdicts from Real Data). Let tR be the current time stamp. Given an MLTL
formula φ and a trace segment π[0,tR], MPRV can produce from π (without prediction)
execution sequence tuples Tφ such that 0≤Tφ.τ≤tR−φ.bpd.

Lemma 3 (Maximum Prediction Horizon). Let tR be the current time stamp. Given an
MLTL formula φ, a trace segment π[0,tR], and a deadline d, to determine Tφ with Tφ.τ≥i
in at most d time steps from i (i.e., determine the satisfiability of π,i,d |=φ), the maximum
prediction horizon max(Hp) is bounded such that max(Hp)=φ.wpd−d. Fig. 8 provides a
visualization of this lemma.

𝑖 𝑡! = 𝑖 + 𝑑

𝜋known trace 𝜋[0: 𝑖 + 𝑑] Prediction 3𝜋[𝑖 + 𝑑 + 1: 𝑖 + 𝑑 + 𝐻𝑝]

𝐻"

required trace 𝜋 𝑎𝑛𝑑 3𝜋 to get verdict of 𝜑 at 𝑖

𝑖 + 𝜑. 𝑤𝑝𝑑
known verdict predicted verdict

Fig. 8. Pictorial representation of Lemma 3. Note that in this case, tR=i+d. Hashed regions represent
predicted values, and solid regions represent known values.

Proof. If we let t=i+φ.wpd in Lemma 1, then we are guaranteed to produce all Tφ with
Tφ.τ∈ [0,i]. Given π[0,tR], by Definition 6, one needs to predict at most π̂[tR+1,i+φ.wpd]
to determine π,i,d |=φ. When prediction is required, tR=i+d (as depicted in Fig. 8). Thus
max(Hp)=i+φ.wpd−(i+d)=φ.wpd−d. ⊓⊔

3.1 MPRV Algorithm
This section presents the generic MPRV algorithm (Algorithm 1). In Algorithm 1, the RV
engine in lines 1, 6, and 10 can be any RV engine. We execute this algorithm when new
sensor signals (sreal ∈ Rn, where n is the number of sensors) are available at each time
stamp (tR). These sensor signals are converted into boolean values and represented in trace π.
The sensor signals sreal, current time stamp tR, and trace π are passed as inputs along with
the specification details (i, d, and φ). The RV engine will update the current verdict based
on the trace segment (π[0,tR]) without prediction. If at deadline d we cannot assert true or
false for φ|π,i, the engine will continue partially evaluating the trace using prediction trace
data π̂[0,i+d+1],π̂[0,i+d+2],... generated by model predict. Once true or false can be
asserted for φ|π̂,i, the verdict will be returned.

Theorem 1 (Correctness of MPRV Algorithm). Given an MLTL formula φ, sensor signals
sreal, trace π, deadline d, and a predictor function (model predict) that predicts the sensor
signals at a future time step, the MPRV algorithm (Algorithm 1) computes a predicted trace π̂
and the execution sequence tuple Tφ by using maximum real values and minimum predicted
values required to evaluate π,i,d |=φ such that Tφ.v=true iff π,i,d |=φ.
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Proof. We split the proof into two parts. (1) Maximum real values and minimum predicted
values: MPRV uses all real data values from π up to deadline d (line 1–6). If before the
deadline d, MPRV guarantees RV results without prediction (line 1). If at deadline d, it
partially evaluates formula φ on trace π (line 2–6). If φ|π,i asserts true or false, it returns
the result. Otherwise, φ|π,i returns a subformula with atomic propositions that require at
least one time step of prediction to resolve the formula (follows from Definition 11). This
subformula is checked iteratively at each subsequent time step of prediction until resolved,
resulting in minimum predicted values (lines 7–10). (2) Tφ.v= true↔π,i,d |=φ: (only-if
direction) π,i,d |=φ→Tφ.v= true: If evaluating before deadline d, MPRV guarantees to
return the current result of π,i,d |= φ. If evaluating at deadline d, MPRV guarantees that
trace π̂ contains enough data (follows from Lemma 3) to evaluate π,i,d |=φ, and then uses
partial evaluation of the formula φ to return a final result based on available data (line 11).
(if direction) Tφ.v= true→π,i,d |=φ: If evaluating before deadline d, MPRV guarantees
to terminate and return the current result of π,i,d |=φ. If evaluating at deadline d, MPRV
terminates and returns the final result (true or false) from the partial evaluation when the
satisfiability of π,i,d |= φ is determinable. Note that when at deadline d, MPRV returns
verdicts only when the test condition of the while loop (line 7) evaluates to false. ⊓⊔

Algorithm 1: MPRV Algorithm (Def. 13)
Input: Signals: sreal∈Rn; Current time stamp: tR; Time index: i; Deadline: d;
MLTL formula: φ; Trace: π[0,tR] derived from sreal
Output: Current verdict result for π,i,d |=φ

1 if tR<i+d then returnRV (π[0,tR],i,φ); // Evaluating before deadline

2 else // Evaluating at deadline (i.e., tR=i+d)

3 π̂←π ; // initialize π̂ with the real data

4 t←tR; // initialize t with current time stamp

5 s←sreal; // initialize s with signals data

6 φ|π̂,i←RV (π̂[0,t],i,φ); // RV result of π[0,tR],i|=φ

7 while φ|π̂,i ∉{true,false} do // if prediction is needed, loop

8 t←t+1 ; // look into next prediction step

9 (s,π̂[t])←model predict(s,t); // update s and π̂[t]

10 φ|π̂,i←RV (π̂[0,t],i,φ); // RV result of π̂[0,t],i|=φ

11 return φ|π̂,i; // return true or false at deadline d

3.2 MPRV Implementation using R2U2
We implement the MPRV algorithm using the R2U2 RV engine framework. We first convert
an MLTL formula φ into an AST offline (Section 2.2) and then topologically sort the nodes of
the AST, denoted φAST , by arranging all child nodes before their parent nodes. This offline
step creates a sequence of custom instructions that respects dependencies between instructions,
as depicted in Fig. 2.

The R2U2-specific MPRV algorithm is defined in Algorithm 2. We optimize RV oper-
ations using the MLTL asynchronous observer algorithm in Algorithm 3, which does not
require checking the entire trace when the trace is updated from π[0,t] to π[0,t+1] (refer
to [48] for algorithm details). The verification results in the form of execution sequences for
each node are stored in a data structure called a Shared Connection Queue (SCQ) [34], which
is a circular buffer for storing the execution sequence generated by each node of φAST . Since
the circular buffer overwrites data in a circular way, only a segment of the execution sequence
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is kept in each SCQ. To store the necessary real and predicted data, we size the SCQs per the
procedure given in Section 3.3. Before prediction begins, we must cache the local variables of
the SCQ (i.e., read and write pointers). The predictive RV phase of the algorithm executes
until φ|π̂,i evaluates to true or false, which is evaluated by reading the SCQ of the root node
(denoted as φ.Queue). Finally, we restore the previously cached local variables of the SCQs
since the predicted values will now be outdated for the next time step. All of these tasks
should be completed in one sensor sampling period to allow RV to keep pace with real-time.
The algorithm terminates once φ|π̂,i evaluates to true or false, and the verdict is returned.

Algorithm 2: R2U2-specific algorithm for MPRV (Def. 13)
Input: Signals: sreal∈Rn; Current time stamp: tR; Time index: i; Deadline: d;
MLTL formula: φ; Trace: π[0,tR] derived from sreal
Output: Current verdict result for π,i,d |=φ
/* Update φAST for current time stamp tR */

1 for Node g from topologically sorted node list of φAST do
2 RV node one step(π,tR,g); // Algorithm 3

3 if tR<i+d then return read(φ.Queue); // Evaluating before deadline

4 else // Evaluating at deadline (i.e., tR=i+d)
/* store original RV engine state */

5 for Node g from topologically sorted node list of φAST do
6 Store Node g’s local variables; // read/write pointers

7 π̂←π ; // initialize π̂ with the real data

8 t←tR ; // initialize t with current time stamp

9 s←sreal ; // initialize s with signals data

10 φ|π̂,i←read(φ.Queue); // RV result of π[0,tR],i|=φ

11 while φ|π̂,i ∉{true,false} do // if prediction is needed, loop

12 t←t+1 ; // look into next prediction step

13 (s,π̂[t])←model predict(s,t); // update s and π̂[t]

14 for Node g from topologically sorted node list of φAST do
15 RV node one step(π̂,t,g); // Algorithm 3

16 φ|π̂,i←read(φ.Queue) ; // RV result of π̂[0,t],i|=φ

/* restore original RV engine state */

17 for Node g from topologically sorted node list of φAST do
18 Restore Node g’s local variables; // read/write pointers

19 return φ|π̂,i ; // return true or false at deadline d

3.3 Memory and Time Analysis of R2U2 Implementation
Memory Utilization without Prediction. A system utilizing the R2U2 framework needs
memory to store the instructions and SCQs. For each node g in φAST , one queue is needed
(denoted as g.Queue). Because the SCQ overwrites data in a circular way, the queues can be
viewed as sliding windows. Each sliding window takes a segment of the execution sequence
generated from the corresponding child node(s). Each sliding window must store the necessary
data to evaluate the satisfiability of π,i |=φ. The time stamp difference between the inputs of
child nodes can cause an input tuple from a child node g with a higher time index τ to wait
for input(s) from g’s sibling(s). That is, any newly generated output from g will be stalled
in g’s output queue until g’s siblings have the same τ . We show that the required new trace
data for generating the matched time indices of the two input queues is bounded, and we
use bpd and wpd to prove these bounds in Lemma 4. In [25], a similar approach is used for
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Algorithm 3: Run RV for one time stamp on an AST node g; update g’s Queue
with the execution sequence ⟨Tg⟩, which will be propagated up as the input of g’s
parent node(s).
1 functionRV node one step(π,i,g) is

Input: Trace: π; Time index: i; Node: g;
2 if g is anAP operator then

/* record the value of the atomic proposition */

3 if g ∈ π[i] then
4 g.Queue.write((true,i)); // write ⟨Tg⟩
5 else
6 g.Queue.write((false,i)); // write ⟨Tg⟩

7 else
8 ⟨Tg⟩← evaluate MLTL operator g; // Algorithms 3--6 from [34]

9 g.Queue.write(⟨Tg⟩); // write ⟨Tg⟩

estimating resource usage, where they call the delay a horizon; however, they did not consider
the best-case propagation delay or prediction.

Lemma 4 (Memory Usage). Let φAST be the abstract syntax tree generated from the
MLTL formula φ as explained in Section 2.2. For any node g from φAST , let Sg be the set
of all sibling nodes of g. Let g.Queue be the queue for the execution sequence generated
by the runtime observer of g. Then the maximum memory usage of g.Queue is given by
g.Queue.size≤max(max{s.wpd | s∈Sg}−g.bpd,0)+1.

Proof. Refer to the appendix.

MPRV Memory Utilization. We use gMPRV .Queue.size to represent the size of g.Queue
when using MPRV. To prevent overwriting the original SCQ content with predicted data,
we need max(Hp) (as defined in Lemma 3) extra entries in g.Queue; we must prevent
overwriting the original content so we can restore operations after prediction. Therefore,
gMPRV .Queue.size = g.Queue.size+max(Hp). Algorithm 4 of the appendix further
details how to determine the memory usage for each SCQ.

Each queue entry stores a tuple of a verdict and a time index. We use one bit to represent
the verdict, and if we let max(τ) be the length of the mission in terms of the number of time
stamps, then we need ⌈log2max(τ+1)⌉) bits to represent the time stamp. The following
equation gives the total memory size (in bits):

total memory size=(1+⌈log2max(τ+1)⌉)×
∑

g∈φAST

gMPRV .Queue.size

Worst-case Execution Time (WCET). The MPRV worst-case execution time splits into
two parts: the model prediction (WCETMODEL) and RV on the trace π̂ (WCETRV ). This
section analyzes WCETRV from line 1 to line 19 except for line 13 in Algorithm 2. The
WCET of line 13 are equivalent to WCETMODEL, which depends on the chosen model
predictor (refer to Section 5.1 for examples).

Lemma 5 (Worst-case Execution Time of RV (WCETRV )). Given an MLTL formula
φ and the output queue size of each node in φAST , let g.input Queue be the sum of
queue sizes of direct child nodes of g, texe be the execution time for an MLTL operator
node to consume one element of the input execution sequence (Algorithm 3), tstore be the
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store operation time (Algorithm 2 lines 5–6), and trestore be the restore operation time
(Algorithm 2 lines 17–18). Then the worst-case execution time is given by WCETRV (φ)=∑

g∈φAST
(g.input Queue.size×texe+tstore+trestore).

Proof. Refer to the appendix.

4 Quadcopter Case Study
We demonstrate the utility of MPRV for a UAS quadcopter by simulating a non-linear
quadcopter model ([9, 13])4 whose trajectory is controlled via a linear Model Predictive
Control (MPC) controller; refer to [40] for MPC algorithm details. The upper portion of Fig. 9
shows the actual position of the quadcopter compared to the planned trajectory chosen by
MPC. Note that we use the same model predictor for control and for MPRV in order to save
hardware resources.

Let π be a trace over atomics a0 and a1 at each time index. Table 2 specifies the
atomic propositions that map system requirements to atomics a0 and a1. The specification
φ=(□[5]a0)U[10]a1 in Fig. 9 limits the quadcopter’s vertical velocity for a future five time
steps if the quadcopter keeps diverging from the planned trajectory for the next ten time steps.
This specification is designed to prevent the quadcopter from crashing into the ground at high
speed when diverged far off course. If MPRV returns a false verdict for φ, an appropriate
mitigation strategy can be triggered (e.g., deploying a parachute).

Table 2. Quadcopter Atomic Propositions

Atomic Atomic Proposition
a0 Magnitude of trajectory error (zref−z)≤0.12m

a1 Vertical speed (żk)≥−0.9 m/s

In the lower portion of Fig. 9, if the verdict is true, then π, t |= φ, where t is the
corresponding time-axis value. Due to the nature of future time asynchronous observers, the
evaluation of π,t |=φ is not known until time t or later. We assume the required controller
actuation update rate and sensor sampling rate are 50 Hz (.02 seconds); consequently, MPRV
is run every 0.02 seconds. Fig. 9 compares the responsiveness of π,i,d |=(□[5]a0)U[10]a1
using MPRV with a deadline d=−5 steps (0.1s before violation) and d=10 steps (0.2s after
violation). Given the formula has φ.wpd=15, we compute the maximum prediction horizon
using Lemma 3. This results inmax(Hp)=20when d=−5, andmax(Hp)=5when d=10.
The green and orange bars are associated with a 20 and 5 step prediction horizon, respectively.
The left boundary of the bar is the time when MPRV detects the formula becoming false, and
right boundary is the time when a false verdict is detected without prediction. Note that for
d=−5, the green bars maintain at least 5 time steps ahead of the corresponding false verdict
(marked by red cross). Similarly, when d=10, the orange bars maintain at least 10 steps after
the corresponding false verdict.

In summary, the earlier the deadline, the longer the maximum prediction horizon and the
earlier conclusive results are obtained. These results are in alignment with what one would
intuitively expect. Note that real-world sensors and imperfect knowledge of the model limit
how far one can effectively estimate the future, and the larger the prediction horizon, the
more the prediction is prone to inaccuracies. While we did not account for inaccuracies in our

4 Specific model parameters for the quadcopter model were obtained from [26] and [42]
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implementation, methods have been developed to robustify MPC against model uncertainties
and disturbances [12, 16].
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Fig. 9. The position of a quadcopter resulting from MPC and verification results of three formulas. The
red× indicates motor failure. The left end of each green (orange) bar is the formula-violation detection
time using MPRV with a prediction horizon of Hp. The right end of each green (orange) bar is the
formula-violation detection time using RV without prediction.

5 Analysis of Hardware Implementation
Our methodology is applicable across a wide range of systems and applications. When
targeting a given system, users would want to deploy their own mission-specific MLTL
formulas and model predictor. Users can select any model predictor, weighing the trade-
offs between accuracy and performance. Currently, many model predictors exist in the
literature. The most common method for developing system models for prediction is to derive
a differential-algebraic model by analyzing the physical system’s dynamics [15, 18]. Another
common modeling method is system identification, which derives the model of the system by
observing the system’s inputs and corresponding outputs [28, 44]. Data-driven modeling via
machine learning [59] or simulation-based modeling [10, 33] are a few more popular modeling
techniques. Note that MPRV allows for simpler low-fidelity system models for the prediction
of individual variables, and there exists a trade-off in terms of resources and computing
time between low-fidelity and high-fidelity models. We provide details on determining if
MPRV is feasible for an embedded platform’s resource constraints and mission’s performance
requirements in this section.
5.1 FPGA Implementation of Model Predictive Runtime Verification (MPRV)
For experimental evaluation of our implementation, we target a modest-sized Xilinx FPGA
(ZYNQ 7020) [1] and use the Vivado 2019.2 tool-chain [2] to synthesize our MPRV design.
The resource usage of our quadcopter case study is shown in Fig. 10. Note that our implemen-
tation of MPRV and MPC [62] are both modular by design; several software-configurable
registers allow the user to modify MLTL formulas and the MPC’s control algorithm on-the-fly
without having to re-synthesize the hardware. Additionally, the MPC hardware design has a
trade-off between performance and resource utilization; we have maximized the MPC design
to fill up the remaining resources the augmented RV engine (R2U2 with MPRV) did not
use. One example of this performance and resource trade-off is in the MPC’s matrix-vector
multiplier (MVM). The larger the MVM, the faster the MPC can handle larger matrices, i.e.,
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the longer the MPC’s prediction horizon or the larger the number of the state variables N .
For our quadcopter example (N=12), Fig. 10 shows that our augmented RV engine requires
additional BRAMs (2.5% of the 280 available 18Kb BRAMs) for instructions, local variables
(defined in [34]), and data transmission FIFOs. When maximizing the MPC design to fill the
rest of the BRAM resources, we can reach a prediction horizon Hp=17.

2.7%

78.1%

19.3%
Look-up Tables (53200)

1.2%

53.5%

45.3%

Flip-Flops (106400)
2.5%

97.5%

BRAM (280)

65.5%

34.5%

DSP (220)

ARV
MPC
unused

Fig. 10. Percentage of resource usage by augmented RV engine (ARV), MPC, and unused resource.
The total amount of each resource available on chip is included inside the parentheses. For the BRAM,
the blue corresponds to a system of 12 state variables (N) withHp=17 .

Recall that our implementation uses an SCQ buffer for each node in φAST as described
in Section 3.2. Given an MLTL formula, sizing SCQs per the procedure given in Section 3.3
guarantees SCQs never overflow. We chose a time stamp width of 31-bits and a total SCQ
size of 512*32 bits, which consumes one 18Kb block RAM (BRAM) [1]. Such memory is
sufficient for the example formulas with a corresponding max(Hp) in Table 3. We also show
the WCETRV of Algorithm 2 for each formula when predicting with max(Hp). Example
execution time of the MPC controller (WCETMODEL) is shown in Fig. 11.

Table 3. Examples of MLTL formulas that can be supported with one 18Kb BRAM in Fig. 10

MLTL Formula max(Hp)WCETRV

a0 509 5.28µs

2[0,10] a0 248 47.87µs

2[0,10] a0 U[0,10] a1 115 67.87µs

2[0,10] a0 ∨2[0,10] a1 90 73.99µs

(a0 U[0,5]a1)∨(a2 U[0,10]a3)∨(2[0,10] a4) 41 82.16µs

Hardware architectures exist that support online configuration of MPC for different
systems, e.g., [62]. Assuming the embedded hardware-based MPC controller of [62] is acting
as the model predictor of our MPRV architecture, we show in Fig. 11 our approach scales
feasibly across a wide range of systems. To give a sense of the range of system complexity
our approach can support, we highlight a point-mass system (N = 2), a quadcopter [35]
(N = 12), and even a reduced order model of a fusion machine [14] (N = 2700 for full
model, but N =30 for reduced model at an accuracy loss of .1%). The left-hand side of
Fig. 11 depicts how memory usage scales with N and Hp, while the right-hand side depicts
how execution time scales. Additionally, the right-hand side of Fig. 11 illustrates how one
would take into account a system’s required sensor update rate to determine how far into
the future we can predict (Hp). This is accomplished using the two horizontal dashed lines
located at .01 seconds (10ms) and at .02 seconds (20ms). For example, if a system requires a
sensor update rate of .01 seconds, then for a quadcopter system model with N=12 one could
have Hp=10 or Hp=20, but not Hp=50 as computation requires more than .01 seconds.
If this same sized system required a sensor update rate of .02 seconds, Hp=50 would be
computed fast enough to meet system dynamic constraints.
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Fig. 11. Memory and execution time of MPC from [62] with FPGA clock frequency of 130MHz.

In summary, Fig. 11 can help users determine early in a design process whether an
embedded platform’s memory and computing capabilities are sufficient to support MPRV and
reason about system performance and resource trade-offs. For example, in our Quadcopter
case study we needed a prediction horizon of 5 and 20. Regarding computing speed, our
FPGA implementation can handle both cases; however, in terms of memory, the largest Hp

we can support is 17 for the quadcopter model. Thus, either Hp = 17 would need to be
sufficient for the mission, or a slightly larger FPGA would be required.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
The definition and general algorithm for MPRV are extensible; while we have chosen to
exemplify MPRV using MLTL properties verified in the R2U2 engine with an MPC controller
for a quadcopter, all of these choices can be changed or extended. Our results are promising
regarding MPRV’s utility for improving RV responsiveness in real-life scenarios. In particular,
our implementation paves the way for better mitigation of faults by enabling evaluation
of future-time requirements with enough time to trigger mitigation actions during system
runtime. There is now a basis to extend MPRV to other logics (e.g., MTL [4], STL [41],
MLTLM [29]), create implementations that build on other RV engines, and plug in different
model predictors for when prediction steps are necessary. Investigating the trade-offs between
resource demands, performance, and accuracy of different model predictors maps a valuable
landscape for future MPRV design decisions.

We design MPRV to use maximum real values and minimum predicted values presuming
the former is more accurate. However, this is not always the case as both real data and
predicted data have their own associated error distribution (i.e., sensor noise, model parameter
variation, etc.). To robustify MPRV against inaccurate distribution-valued signals, future work
will include investigating techniques for robust satisfaction of MLTL specifications similar
to [22, 45]. While we focused on a priori known deadlines, MPRV is capable of evaluating
specifications with dynamically-defined deadlines; we leave this for future work. An applica-
tion for requiring a dynamically-defined deadline would be an autonomous vehicle’s braking
system; the time required to come to a complete stop dynamically changes based on the
current velocity of the vehicle. Additionally, [23] provides an interesting direction for MPRV.
This work focuses on using multiple model predictors for different components in a complex
system of systems (e.g., a robotic system), but they assume the system has a shared global
clock. This is not always the case, and current work has extended R2U2 to monitor different
timescales through MLTLM specifications [29]. In future work, we also plan to revisit case
studies of running R2U2 on real UAS [17, 27, 48, 49, 52–54] to further explore MPRV.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 4
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Fig. 12. Analysis of maximum execution sequence time stamp mismatch between sibling nodes. The
squares are data content of g.Queue and all other queues from g’s sibling nodes (g1,...,gp) that share
the same parent nodes (any of h1, h2, ..., hp) with g. In g.Queue, each execution tuple is labeled by
the execution sequence’s τ value ranging from i to i+k. x, y1,. . . ,yp are the latest execution sequence
tuples with the biggest time stamp in the corresponding queue.

Proof. Fig. 12 shows the pictorial representation of the execution sequence tuples inside
g.Queue and g’s sibling nodes at the current time stamp tR. Let the nodes g and g1 be
the child nodes of node h1. The execution sequence tuples with the same time index τ are
consumed/popped from g.Queue and g1.Queue to produce the input tuples of h1. Once
these tuples are consumed by their parent node, they are dropped from the queue (marked
in dashed boxes). Let x be the latest execution sequence tuple in g.Queue with time index
i+ k. Let y1 be the latest execution sequence tuple in g1.Queue with time index i, and
let y1 to have been consumed by h1.Queue. Since y1 was consumed at tR and was not
stalled by g.Queue, y1 must have been produced at tR−1. According to Lemma 2, when
π[0,tR−1] is known, if a new execution tuple Tg1 is inserted into g1.Queue, then Tg1.τ ∈
[tR− 1− g1.wpd,tR− 1− g1.bpd]. Therefore, y1.τ ≥ tR− 1− g1.wpd. Similarly, when
π[0,tR] is known, if there are new execution sequence tuples Tg inserted into g.Queue, then
Tg.τ ∈ [tR−g.wpd,tR−g.bpd]. Therefore, x.τ ≤ tR−g.bpd. The maximum value of k
is max(x.τ)−min(y1.τ) = tR−g.bpd− (tR−1−g1.wpd) = g1.wpd−g.bpd+1. The
maximum number of elements to be stored in g.Queue is bounded by g1.wpd−g.bpd+1, or
1 if the difference is non-positive. The same argument follows for g2,...,gp. Therefore, we
have g.Queue bounded by s.wpd−g.bpd+1 for s∈Sg ={g1,...,gp}, or g.Queue.size≤
max(max{s.wpd | s∈Sg}−g.bpd,0)+1. ⊓⊔

Algorithm for sizing SCQs
We first derive the topologically sorted collection of all nodes from φAST . Second, we
compute and record the bpd and wpd of each node in this collection sequentially (lines 1–2).
Finally, we compute the output queue size for each subformula (lines 3–5).

Algorithm 4: Compute g’s queue size for all node g in the R2U2 AST to optimize
for storing a combination of real and predicted data for MPRV

Input: MLTL: φ; Prediction Horizon:Hp

1 for Node g from topologically sorted node list of φAST do
2 Compute g.bpd and g.wpd ; // Definition 7

3 for Node g in φAST do
4 g.Queue.size←max(max{s.wpd | s∈Sg}−g.bpd,0)+1; // Lemma 4

5 gMPRV .Queue.size←g.Queue.size+Hp; // final queue size
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Proof of Lemma 5
Proof. The WCETRV is the sum of the worst-case execution time of all the nodes in
φAST . The time stamp of the execution sequence tuple for a unary operator node will in-
crease when we write to g.Queue in Algorithm 3. For binary operator node h, at least
one of the inputs’ (g1,g2) time stamp will increase. The increase is bounded by the to-
tal size of the g1.Queue and g2.Queue (from Lemma 4). Let h.input Queue.size =
g1.Queue.size+g2.Queue.size, then the WCETRV for node h is h.input Queue. size
×texe. The total execution time for all nodes in the φAST is

∑
g∈φAST

g.input Queue.
size×texe. When we combine this with the store time (tstore) and restore time (trestore) for
each node, WCETRV (φ)=

∑
g∈φAST

(g.input Queue.size×texe+tstore+trestore). ⊓⊔
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